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a’21 amberNetworkFestivalwill take place between the 10th of March and
16th of May 2021 at Oyoun in Berlin and in the network nodes
amberPlatform (Istanbul), Darağaç (Izmir), NewMedia Society (Tehran),
DAH Project (Shiraz), KounAktif (Casablanca), BAAB (Khartoum), Shahraban
(Baalbek), Bishkek Contemporary (Bishkek) and ADEF (Cairo, Berlin)
currently. All the activities will be hybrid; in various locations and online at
the same time.

a’21 is taking place in a very special time as a truly decentralized and
international festival. We are developing the Collaborative (Network)
Curation where the network members and invited artists are curating,
creating, and performing collaboratively remotely along the two-month-
long festival.

a’21 places the LAB in the core of the festival where the invited
participants from all network nodes collectively research, create and
produce as well as curate and perform. The LAB will be the first part of the
amberNetworkFestival between 10th of March and 18th of April 2021. a’21
amberNetworkFestivalwill continue with an exhibition at Oyoun where
the output and the documentation of the LAB will be shared publicly,
besides accompanying events, till 16th of May 2021.

a’21 is conceived and initiated by amberPlatform, İstanbul
Artistic Director and Curator is Ekmel Ertan
Co-curators are ChristophWachter & Mathias Jud and Nina Martin

Network Nodes & Curators
amberPlatform (İstanbul, Turkey), Ebru Yetişkin
NewMedia Society (Tehran, Iran), Amirali Ghasemi
Darağaç (İzmir, Turkey), Cenkhan Aksoy, Ali Cem Doğan
KounAktif (Casablanca, Morocco), Youssef El Idrissi
BAAB (Khartoum, Sudan), Rajaa Shamam
D.A.H. Project (Shiraz, Iran), Mohsen Hazrati, Milad Forouzandeh
Shahraban (Baalbek, Lebanon), Hamza Chamas

Produced by Oyoun, Berlin
Funded by the Berlin Senate’s Hauptstadtkulturfond

ambernetworkfestival.org
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The past few decades have witnessed a tremendous proliferation of
digital technology. References to a techno-utopia where knowledge
would be available to each and all seemed to signal the possibility of
positive social and cultural change while acknowledging a fundamental
flaw. Digital technologies’ commitment to making knowledge accessible
to all would supposedly produce a general and universal benefit and well-
being and this was partly realized but digital technologies did in no way
result in a techno-utopia.

It has become apparent that besides letting vast amounts of knowledge
accessible to ever more people, digital technologies are also powerful
tools producing a peculiar kind of public ignorance, one that seems to
proliferate amidst ever multiplying information and knowledge available
in today’s digitalized environment.

Here, ignorance does not necessarily or only refer to a lack of knowledge
or a misrecognition but to a lack of assimilation when faced with an
enormous wealth of information, some of which may be too traumatic or
difficult for us to deal with. Alternately, contemporary ignorance may be a
perverse kind of delegation where we let our technological gadgets
process the knowledge while we relish in ignorance. The now classical
example of this is the culture of downloading where we always consume
much less than we accumulate. It is as if the machines do the work of
knowing, reading or watching in our stead.

Ignorance is increasingly being supported by the images of today's
information technology. It is vast, connected and controlling all aspects of
our lives. The algorithmic governance, artificial intelligence, and
expertized knowledge from art to science, to politics, and to popular
culture create a fear of knowing where ordinary people feel they are
inferior to the vast knowledge and capacities to process it. There are
things that wemay know, we like to know, we need to know, we have the
right to know and we have to know; as well as “not to know” respectively.
However, it seems that the contemporary culture of ignorance is
positively trending and becoming a commonplace ideological stance all
over theWorld.

a’21 amberNetworkFestival takes its cue from this commonplace about
our technology-driven present and invites all interested people to
participate and reflect on our future.

ed. Ekmel Ertan, Nafiz Akşehirlioğlu
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